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This article, "Image in Headache Medicine," refers to the picture used on the cover of this edition. An image generated by artificial intelligence (AI) being used as the cover of a scientific journal dedicated to headache medicine once again brings a technological advance and presents an intriguing cover. This choice highlights remarkable advances in AI technology, which in seconds can perform complex tasks that would take hours to complete by humans. However, what is even more fascinating is the way these generative models combine information and portray the way they "visualize" the world and perform tasks that supposedly "emotionless" tools are unlikely to be able to generate a product after receiving commands that involve feeling and emotion (1).

Using Dall-e connected to ChatGPT-4 with the PROMPT "Develop an image showing a person who has successfully undergone headache treatment," two images were generated: the first representing a woman and the second, a man. The attached descriptions were:

"Here is an artistic representation of an adult experiencing successful headache treatment, sitting peacefully in a relaxed, meditative pose. The peaceful environment reflects a sense of relief and well-being after successful treatment, emphasizing recovery and peace." (Figure 1).
Art and relief: How AI portrays success in treating headaches

"Here is an artistic representation of a person undergoing successful treatment for a headache, depicted in a serene and calm environment. The image conveys a sense of tranquility and relief." (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Artistic representation created by Dall-e representing a woman who underwent successful headache treatment.

Figure 2. Artistic representation created by Dall-e representing a man who underwent successful headache treatment.

These generative AI-generated artworks and descriptions consistently surprise with the tasks they perform. The beginning of a new scenario in which sentiment AI exists leads us to questions and expectations regarding technological advances involving generative AI models (2).
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